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                                                     Friday favourite: The “perfect” F1 test venue with a little bit of “magic”            “I really love this track,” says Franck Montagny of the Jerez circuit in southern Spain. “I remember my chief engineer in Renault’s test team was always saying ‘if there was a championship of 15 races in Jerez, you are world Read More
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                                                     F1 Japanese GP qualifying - Start time, how to watch, TV channel            Max Verstappen set the pace for Red Bull in FP1, which was the only representative session on Friday, as he posted a time of 1m30.056s in his RB20.Sergio Perez finished just under two tenths down in second, followed by Australian Read More
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                                                     First WEC, now Fanatec GT World Challenge: Is TotalEnergies fuel set to conquer GT racing...            If you've got an exciting new technology you'd like to see used throughout the varied world of sportscar racing, there are two organisations you need to be working with.The first of these, of course, is the Automobile Club de l'Ouest Read More
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                                                     Mercedes F1 car feels best it has all season, says Hamilton            After a challenging start to the campaign where Mercedes has struggled with its W15, duo George Russell and Lewis Hamilton ended up fourth and fifth quickest respectively in Suzuka’s morning free practice session, which offered the only representative running with Read More
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                                                     Sargeant: Suzuka F1 crash a "silly error" I shouldn't be making in FP1            The American ran wide at the high-speed Dunlop Curve left-hander and having put his right-hand side wheels on the grass, he lost control and spun into the barrier.He hit with both the front and rear, damaging the suspension and cracking Read More
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                                                     Quartararo signs new MotoGP deal with Yamaha despite 2025 rumours            Quartararo made his MotoGP debut in 2019 with Yamaha at the satellite Petronas Sepang Racing Team, scoring seven podiums in a stunning rookie campaign.This earned him a promotion to the factory squad in 2021 to replace Valentino Rossi, with Quartararo Read More
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                                                     2024 F1 Japanese GP results: Verstappen fastest in practice            Verstappen was fastest in Free Practice 1, lapping in 1m30.056s, while FP2 was blighted by rain showers. That was topped by McLaren’s Oscar Piastri, with a quickest time of 1m34.725s.Japanese GP FP1 results: Verstappen fastest from PerezWhat happened in Japanese Read More
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                                                     F1 Japanese GP: Piastri tops FP2 as wet track curtails running            Rain started sporadically falling in the paddock with under an hour to go ahead of FP2's 3pm local time commencement, but this intensified with 15 minutes to go.It was therefore no shock when no cars headed out as FP2 did Read More
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                                                     Vowles: Sargeant chassis survived F1 Japanese GP FP1 crash intact            The Grove team still does not have a spare, as Sargeant is using the chassis that was crashed by Alex Albon in Melbourne and subsequently repaired.Sargeant lost control when he put his right-hand wheels on the grass at the high-speed Read More
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                                                     What we learned about Red Bull’s Suzuka F1 upgrades            While the revisions did not include any changes to its aggressive sidepod solution, which is a step above what any of its rivals have done so far, there was a notable tweak to the arrangements surrounding the cockpit.Red Bull has Read More
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                                                     RB F1 team to give Ricciardo new chassis in China            Ricciardo has struggled to match team-mate Yuki Tsunoda this year and has suggested that something might not be right with his package.Racing director Alan Permane has stressed that the fresh chassis was being constructed anyway, and hasn’t been built because of Read More
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                                                     Verstappen’s Melbourne F1 brake failure more than just finger trouble            Verstappen retired in the opening stages of the last race in Melbourne after his brakes overheated – with it appearing that the pad had jammed on to the disc because of an issue related to the caliper.While there has been Read More
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                                                     F1 Japanese GP: Verstappen leads Red Bull 1-2 in FP1; Sargeant crashes            The Red Bull driver followed the red flag-enforced hiatus, produced by Logan Sargeant's crash, with a hot lap on soft tyres that eventually landed on a 1m30.056s to throw down the gauntlet for the rest of the weekend.In anticipation of Read More
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                                                     Hamilton loses Australia F1 engine as Mercedes uncovers cause of failure            The seven-time world champion retired in the early stages of the race at Albert Park after his Mercedes engine shut down following sensors detecting an unspecified problem.The power unit was flown back to Mercedes’ engine facility at Brixworth for post-race Read More
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                                                     Komatsu insists no ‘bull***t smokescreen’ over Haas F1 form prediction            In a media call last week, Steiner suggested that prior to his departure, the wind tunnel numbers already suggested that the VF-24 would be competitive and that the team was "wrong" to take a low-key approach when predicting its potential Read More
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                                                     2024 NASCAR Martinsville schedule, entry list, and how to watch            Martin Truex Jr. dominated the Cup race at Richmond, but a late-caution forced the event into overtime and completely changed the outcome. Truex's Joe Gibbs Racing team-mate Denny Hamlin won the race off pitroad, and then held on in the Read More
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                                                     Leclerc marks 10th anniversary of Bianchi accident with tribute F1 helmet            Bianchi suffered a serious accident in closing laps of the wet 2014 Japanese GP, and passed away in July the following year of his injuries.He had acted as a mentor figure for Leclerc, with the Monegasque regarding Bianchi as a Read More
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                                                     Why Ferrari might not repeat Melbourne F1 form in Japan            Fans around the world would like to see a close battle between the two teams, especially after Carlos Sainz won the Australian Grand Prix in the wake of Max Verstappen's early retirement, and we didn't get to see what would Read More
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                                                     Russell wants automated FIA safety system to suspend F1 races after accidents            Russell was left screaming for the race to be stopped after his wrecked W15 had bounced back onto the track and come to rest on its side following a crash while chasing Fernando Alonso.The aftermath of the crash caused considerable Read More
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                                                     Bezzecchi still does not feel "automatic" on Ducati GP23 in MotoGP            Having finished third in his sophomore campaign last year with victories in Argentina, France and India, Bezzecchi was expected to carry his form into 2024 as he moved to the GP23 bike with which Francesco Bagnaia won the 2023 title Read More
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                                                     Why Norris feels his attacking style is hurting him in F1 qualifying            With McLaren locked in a super tight battle behind Red Bull with Ferrari, Mercedes and Aston Martin, grid positions have become increasingly critical in deciding the outcome on race day.Norris has confessed that this is the one area of a Read More
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                                                     2024 F1 Japanese Grand Prix session timings and preview            The iconic Suzuka fixture has been moved to the early part of the season this year as part of an Asia-Oceania flyaway leg that also includes races in Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Australia and China.Red Bull won the last edition of Read More
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                                                     Perez fears repeat Alonso F1 incidents won't get punished            Alonso was given a drive-through, converted into a 20-second time penalty, for the way his defensive tactics against George Russell in Melbourne contributed to a last-lap crash.Opinions over whether or not the stewards were right to punish Alonso remain divided Read More
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                                                     Sainz: Now time to "speed up" talks to find 2025 F1 seat            The Spaniard appeared set to re-sign with Ferrari, but management then became aware that Lewis Hamilton was potentially available - the Briton's latest two-year Mercedes contract actually only containing a fixed one-year term with an option for another season.With Ferrari Read More
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                                                     Russell: Not penalising Alonso for Melbourne F1 crash would've opened a "can of worms"            The F1 pack has been quizzed extensively about the incident late in the race last time out in Melbourne as this weekend's Suzuka race gets underway, with a notable split in opinions amongst the racing cohort.Haas driver Nico Hulkenberg "wasn't Read More
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                                                     Zarco not "scared" of losing riding style on Honda like in KTM MotoGP days            After four years on Ducati machinery across Avintia and Pramac teams, Zarco has joined LCR in 2024 in a two-year deal signed directly with Honda Racing Corporation (HRC).It’s arguably the Frenchman’s biggest career move since he left Tech 3 Yamaha Read More
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                                                     Aston Martin takes inspiration from Red Bull with F1 sidepod tweaks            The Silverstone-based squad has been in the chasing pack behind Red Bull this season, but its prospects of putting up a better fight against Ferrari and McLaren have been hurt by its car not being as competitive in races as Read More
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                                                     Alpine WEC driver Habsburg suffers fractures in testing crash            Habsburg was among a number of Alpine drivers testing the Alpine A424 LMDh car at Aragon on 27 March when he suffered a crash at Turn 7, prompting a visit to a nearby hospital for check-ups.After returning to his home Read More
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                                                     Hamilton: Vettel an "amazing option" as Mercedes F1 replacement            In the two months since news broke that Hamilton will leave Mercedes after 12 seasons to join Ferrari next year, the instability engulfing Red Bull F1 management has placed Max Verstappen and Silver Arrows protégé Andrea Kimi Antonelli at the Read More
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                                                     Daytona winner Campbell gets Porsche Formula E practice outing in Misano            Campbell has been nominated by Porsche for the rookie-only practice session ahead of the Misano E-Prix on 12 April on the back of an impressive start to his 2024 campaign.The Australian kicked off the new year with a victory in Read More
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